Team: ________________  Speaker(s): ____________________________  Evaluator: __________

STYLE
1. Organization and preparation
   Talk well-organized?  (8 pts) _____
   Speaker(s) prepared?  (4 pts) _____

2. Speaking style
   Speaker(s) clearly heard?  Good eye contact?  (8 pts) _____

3. Slides (text and graphics)
   Clarity  (5 pts) _____
   Usefulness  (5 pts) _____

CONTENT
1. Introduction
   Gives motivation and objectives for mission?  (5 pts) _____
   Describes mission architecture?  (10 pts) _____
   Presents vehicle configuration drawing(s)?  (7 pts) _____

2. Completeness
   Discusses design decisions (including trade studies where useful)?  (33 pts) _____

   Structure  C&DH
   L/V  GNC
   Propulsion  Pwr
   Gnd Ctrl  TCS
   Comm.  Sci Instr. or other payloads
   ECLSS (CCTV only)

3. Future Work  (10 pts) _____

4. Conclusion
   Brings the presentation to an appropriate and definite conclusion?  (5 pts) _____